
Thank you for using royalty free loops and sounds from  D-Mezures  Productions 
 
-----------TERMS AND CONDITIONS user agreement for sounds and loops from D-Mezures 
Audio -----------
 
1) The sounds, loops, and samples offered by D-Mezures Productions (Licensor) are royalty 
free.   
  
2) The sounds, loops, and samples offered by D-Mezures Productions (Licensor) and its 
affiliates 
     are licensed, not sold to you for use in your software and or hardware.   
  
3) The license granted is granted solely to the original user/purchaser (Licensee) 
     of the product. This license is not transferable or saleable.    
 
4) You may not resale, re-license, loan, copy, assign, rent, upload, download or 
     distribute in any way the sounds licensed to you by D-Mezures Audio and its affiliates 
     to another user. In addition, these sounds cannot be offered in a competitive product.   
  
5) You may edit, change and modify sounds. These sounds are for commercial purposes within 
    musical compositions and productions.    
  
6) D-Mezures Productions and its affiliates will not take responsibility if the sounds purchased 
do not 
     meet the specific needs and or purpose of the Licensee. These sounds are licensed 
     without warranties, therefore cannot be responsible for any indirect or direct loss 
     arising from the use of these sounds.    
  
7) You agree to use the sounds in the format(s) offered by D-Mezures Production and its 
affiliates. 
     D-Mezures Audio does not accept responsibility for the use of the products in any format      
     other than the formats specified, and the formats these sounds were made for.   
  
8) Sounds cannot be offered individually or isolated in any musical or audio/visual work.   
  
 
 
 



 
9) If user intends to use D-Mezures products in any way other than those specified, a 
     separate license must be obtained through www.dmezures.com.    
  
10) Purchasing, downloading, D-Mezures  products and its demo products in any way binds the 
user to the Terms and Conditions of use. D-Mezures Productions reserves the right to change 
and or amend its Terms and Conditions at any time.    
  
11) Any and all unauthorized use or duplication of any D-Mezures product is a violation of   the 
Terms and Conditions of use and applicable laws of the United States, and other countries. 
Copyright infringement will be pursued to the fullest extent of the law.
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